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 dai-ja: is it a nokia? and a 7-8 years old? popish: i guess you need to boot the ubuntu iso on usb It's not a very old Nokia Bionic
Beaver? I got it working, I just had to create an android device in ubuntu... And then install ubuntu on it The phone won't see a

SD card But it has HDMI out, which it's pretty sweet with the ubuntu phone popish: that is bluetooth :) I used to have a windows
10 phone Couldn't find how to get a video and audio to it I put an SD card in it and it couldn't see it HDMI on ubuntu phone

works like a charm I even had a custom ROM on it. And it was just that thing. Great all around device, works with any custom
ROM popish: why dont you use ubports android on it? they got a full kit for that on the supported devices I have it on my old

iphone. I had to install ubuntu on it to get it to see my SD card so you could use that phone, too i dont know if that would work
on the nokia if you get the ubuntu iso on a usb, you can put the liveiso on it. you boot it. and you are back at ubuntu. you can

install ubuntu Maybe I could use a USB device or an Android device, and connect it to the modem and use a KVM? you can try
that I'm not going to take out my old windows 10 phone from my old laptop to try to figure it out again I already lost it I was

really just curious if it was possible to do o well... I guess no need to worry about my day just 82157476af
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